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SGA considers self-abolishment motion 
By Dave Do vti 
Staff Rcporler 
The ramifications of abolishing 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) and replacing it with an 
alternative organization are being 
considered by SGA officers and 
senators. 
Butch Murnane. coordinator of state 
and community affairs, at Thursday 
night's SGA meeting proposed a 
resolution to abolish SGA. 
Murnane said he submitted the 
proposal  because  of  tbe  futility of 
Members seeking alternatives to present system 
trying to do things without student 
support 
MURNANE SAID be favors a 
student union or student caucus to 
replace SGA "When something 
doesn't work.'' he said, "you have to 
break down the old structure and 
replace it with something new 
He also said his proposal was "not a 
joke" and added that "perhaps the new 
'    Hathaway maintains win 
A ballot recount held Friday in the race (or Student Government Association 
(SGAi president resulted in a one-vole margin increase for Randall Hathaway, 
junior (AliS). over Raymond J Marvar. junior (B.A.) 
Hathaway received 695 votes to Marvar's 685 The previous count was 
Hathaway. 695. Marvar. 686 
Marvar said Thursday be believed a recount was necessary because of a 
discrepancy between the number of ballots and the number of signatures on the 
computerized lists of eligible student voters 
There were five fewer signatures on the computer lists than there were ballots. 
Election Board Chairman Steven J Dennen. senior iB A.l. said the five-ballot 
discrepancy was due to a mistake in counting signatures on the computer 
printout list. 
Dennen said the Election Board determined that all votes are recounted and all 
signatures are accounted for 
administration can act as a board of 
directors to establish something else." 
Problems of administrative red tape 
and lack of student support have 
caused other SGA members to seek 
alternatives to the present system. 
During both spring and fall quarters 
of 1974. Rick A Morrow, coordinator of 
academic affairs, proposed the 
abolition of SGA in favor of an 
independently funded student coalition 
"Why should we (SGA) give the 
administration the right to say 
anything about our money''" he 
explained 
The vote Thursday night on 
Murnane's resolution for abolishment 
was 3-0-4 with one senator absent. 
IN ORDER FOR the abolishment 
proposal to succeed, it must pass the 
student senate in two consecutive 
meetings with a two-thirds majority 
(six out of eight) 
According to Morrow, the four 
senators that abstained in Thursday's 
voting did so because they wanted SGA 
replaced with a concrete alternative 
that would attract student support, 
both financially and morally. 
Douglas G Bugie. SGA president, 
said SGA will meet at 9 pm tomorrow 
in the Student Court Room. Student 
Services Bldg , to discuss alternatives 
and vote on the proposal 
Morrow said passage ol the 
resolution seems likely since 
" Everybody is frustrated and can't 
(unction with any authority." 
Because of his SGA position Morrow 
is a member of several University 
committees "I never make an 
impression on them." he said, "and 1 
always vote the opposite '' 
"But i! I don't go to a meeting. 1 get 
a note saying you're representing 
15.000 students so you should be there' 
"AND I SAY bullshit because only 
3.000 students voted last winter." 
Morrow said 
"We're trying to help." he said, "and 
it's that much more frustrating 
because    I    can't    get    to    the 
administration and 1 can't gel to the 
students either ." 
When asked why the abolishment 
proposal came so near the end of their 
term of ofdee. Morrow replied. "1 
guess we're finally realizing we can't 
do anything " 
Christopher J Mehling. student 
senator who seconded Murnane's pro- 
posal, said. "Because SGA is hooked (o 
general fee financing and an adviser, it 
is answerable to the administration, 
not the students " 
Mehling said he favors a student 
union that would be incorporated 
Funds would be obtained directly from 
students, and the student government 
would be free to use the funds 
"If students don't want to contribute 
money, there's no sense to a student 
government." he added 
"Students are way under 
represented in absolutely everything" 
in the present situation " 
BUGIE SAID students will think 
"we're pulling the rug out from under 
Randy Hathaway." (recently elected 
SGA president for 1975-76) or drawing 
criticism away from our record. 
He stressed that this is not the case 
since the abolishment of SGA has been 
proposed since last spring 
Moreover. Bugie promised that 
alternatives to SGA will be quickly 
formulated and made public. 
In other action. Morrow told SGA 
that Dr Michael R. Ferrari, vice 
president of resource planning, 
promised that the University will fund 
a booklet containing the results of the 
new professor course evaluations 
created by Morrow and Lucy A. 
James, student senator. 
Morrow said the evaluations will be 
sent to 2.500 students this quarter as a 
preliminary test of the evaluation. The 
evaluation will also be tested to see if 
students favor the new form. 
The computerized forms will be used 
for all courses beginning spring 
quarter and the booklet will be printed 
in mid-summer in time for pre- 
registrauon 
Advisory committee sets rules 
for considering budget requests 
By l.yM lHir.ii 
Faced with the task of trimming 
1701.097 from the monies requested 
from the general fee. the Advisory 
Committee on General Fee Allocations 
(ACGFA) met Saturday to set guide- 
lines for consideration of the budget 
The requests from the 28 budgets 
total S3.147.727. but t2.445.000 is 
available from the general fee 
Approximately the same amount of 
money is available from general fee as 
last year, however, the discrepancy 
between the amount available and the 
amount requested has more than 
doubled over the previous year 
Dr. Richard R Eakin. vice provost 
for student affairs and ACGFA 
chairman, advised the committee to 
make two separate budget recom- 
mendations, one budget based on the 
current ISO general fee and one based 
on a 865 general fee 
Weather 
Mostly cloody today through 
tomorrow with a chaace of saow 
flurries. High both days 15 to 48. 
Law tealfht la mid 28s. 
Probability of predpitaUoa 48 per 
ceal today aad tonight. 
"THE COMMITTEE members 
might not be around when the Board of 
Regents decides whether or not to 
raise the general fee. and if it is raised, 
all the work the committee has done 
would be for nothing." Dr. Eakin 
explained 
The committee decided to 
automatically appropriate the amount 
of money committed to bond require- 
ments of the University buildings 
There is already 8528.574 committed to 
paying debt requirements, leaving 
ACGFA 11.916.426 for allocations 
The first guideline set is to "abolish 
instructional fee grants funded from 
the general fee " Ed Diener. junior 
lA&S) and ACGFA member, said the 
list of organizations which would like 
grants is almost endless "If we give 
them to one organization we will never 
be able to draw the line." 
Student Government Association. 
Graduate Student Senate and Union 
Activities Organization all requested 
fee grants for officers from ACGFA. 
IN ORDER TO maintain recognition 
for outstanding student involvement. 
ACGFA passed a recommendation that 
"President Moore investigate means 
for providing compensation for 
students who demonstrate outstanding 
service to the student body " 
Tbe second guideline established is 
of Star Trek,' spoke Sunday 
fling KM future of his dofu net torlev Roddenberry 
i» negotiating to make a morion picture from tho stianco 
fiction sorios, and it hoping that the Mm win revive the 
television sorios. See related etery en page three. (Newsphoto 
by Mw.o Prone)  
to discourage purchase of office 
equipment by student organizations 
and to centralize the equipment under 
the control of the vice provost of 
student affairs." 
Many organizations requested 
money to buy typewriters and tape 
recorders and one organization 
requested its own Xerox machine It 
was the sentiment of the committee 
that a centralized area for this 
equipment would be more economical 
than the current duplication of 
equipment 
A recommendation that graduate 
assistants not be funded by the General 
Fee was the last guideline passed by 
ACGFA. The committee agreed that 
money for graduate students should 
come out of the educational budget 
The committee will continue to set 
guidelines at their next meeting set for 
tonight at 7 in 440 Student Services 
Bldg 
Funding 
r\fO COri fat ttftn  representative of the University and as chairman of tho state's Inter-University 
pr traCllllfllUFI  Coon(i|, N.w,pno(0 by Mike Grone) 
University President HelKs A. Moo.. Jr. spoke before the education 
subcommittee of the House Finance-Appropriations Committee yesterday and 
called for a lifting of the $50 general fee ceiling. Dr. Moore appeared as a 
Moore appeals for fund increase 
By Cartis M. Haslelt 
Editor 
COLUMBUS-University President 
Hollis A Moore Jr. yesterday took his 
case for increased funding for higher 
education to the education sub- 
committee of the House Finance- 
Appropriations Committee 
Appearing as a representative of the 
University and as chairman of the 
state's Inter-University Council, Dr. 
Moore outlined what he believes should 
be  included   in  House  Bill   155- the 
appropriation bill for the 1975-77 
bienniem-for residential universities 
Included in his proposals were calls 
for lifting the 850 general fee ceiling 
and increased capital funding for 
residential universities. 
THE SUBCOMMITTEE also heard 
testimony from Ohio State University 
president Harold Enarson, Central 
State University President Lionel 
Newsom and Cleveland State Uni- 
versity President Walter Waetjen 
The hearing was a preliminary step 
in    formulating     the    1975-77 
appropriation A final appropriation 
bill may not be approved until May 
In his presentation, Dr Moore asked 
that House Bill 155 include 8500,000 for 
assistance (o towns in which the state's 
four residential universities are 
located-Bowling Green. Kent, Athens 
and Oxford 
The money would be used as an aid 
for municipal public service facilities 
Dr. Moore also requested the bill 
include a larger instructional model 
for appropriations than has been 
tentatively established. 
THE TENTATIVE figure-an 8 per 
cent increase over the last appropri- 
ations bill-should be increased to 9 5 
per cent for 1975-76 and 9.0 per cent in 
1976-77, Dr Moore said. 
The larger instructional model would 
provide money for increased faculty 
salaries. Dr. Moore added. 
Citing inflation as the reason, Dr. 
Moore asked that the appropriation 
also include more money for classified 
employe salary increases. 
In his closing statement, the 
University president asked that the 
slate increase its funding for higher 
education to "maintain a sense of 
vitality and forward motion in our 
universities 
"WE ARE REALISTIC enough to 
know that the next two years will not 
be the proper time to shake the rafters 
with change and innovation, but at the 
same time we must avoid the shroud of 
a depressed outlook toward the 
future," he said. 
Although Dr Moore said be was 
satisfied with the tone of the hearing, 
questioning was often sharp, and 
occasionally politically inspired. 
Subcommittee chairman Robert A. 
Jaskulski I R -Cleveland > -who referred 
to Dr. Moore throughout the hearing as 
"Mr. Hollis -asked why the Univer- 
sity awarded so many scholarships to 
Canadian hockey players. 
When Dr. Moore replied that the 
University had just recruited a player 
from Parma. Jaskulski dropped tbe 
line of questioning 
Jaskulski has complained in tbe past 
that the University has not awarded 
hockey scholarships to players from 
his district. 
One committee member warned the 
university administrators that because 
of low state revenues, higher education 
appropriations may be slashed. 
•*«. I/Th. M Newt. TuMday. Fnbruory 25, 1975 
eDITGRiaLS 
———————— I 
time to modify 
filibuster rule 
It it time once again for the U.S. Senate to try to modify the archaic 
tradition of the filibuster. 
The filibuster is the age old practice of allowing a senator to control the 
Senate floor by speaking on just about any topic. 
Some of the scintillating subjects of the past have included a reading 
from the Washington, D.C.. telephone book. 
The purpose of a filibuster is to prevent the Senate from taking action 
on a bill. The bill currently being held up by filibuster is the emergency 
railroad aid bill. 
The bill has been held up its opponents, and the spotlight has swung 
from the aid bill to the attempt by liberals to change the filibuster rule. 
A two-thirds majority is now needed to halt a filibuster, and the 
liberals are seeking to cut it down to a two-fifths requirement. 
Proponents of filibuster reform must be steeled for a tough battle 
against conservatives who like things as they are. 
There is no place for stall tactics in the Senate. Many bills are killed 
simply because they ran out of time, not because they lacked merit. 
The time to reform the filibuster has come. This delaying tactic also 
allows a few instead of a majority to control the action on the Senate 
floor. 
If the filibuster rule is reformed, it will be a step toward modifying 
Senate procedures and making the legislative branch just a bit more 
democratic. 
Leuers 
dancing with indifference 
WASHINGTON-The view that 
Watergate was a spat between two 
factions of the master class over 
technique got reinforcement the other 
day when President Ford has Pakistani 
Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto to a 
fancy White House dinner dance. 
Judging from the account published 
in Women's Wear Daily, Mr. Nixon 
might have avoided most of his 
difficulties if he'd had the smarts to 
invite a few more of the right people to 
supper 
Robert McNamara. who used to 
make war by computer, was quoted as 
saying, "I'm thrilled to be here I used 
to be on the enemies list." 
After fishing around among a guest 
list which included quondam radicals 
like actress Candice Bergen, society 
architect Hugh Jacobsen and society 
writer George Plimpton, reporter 
Susan Walters wrote: "Art dealer 
Richard Feigen loved the evening. 
This kind of thing can only make 
sense. Plimpton and I flew down on the 
plane together and we decided they 
must be bringing in the second-string 
radical fringe Look at the kind of 
people they're inviting. I predict their 
nest guest will be Jane Fonda, who will 
come here and she won't be wearing 
her boots either. And when she leaves, 
they'll have taken her teeth out.' 
Nicholas 
von Hoffman 
" 'HE MEANS she'll be neutralized,' 
said his wife..'He's so thrilled he's not 
thinking straight...' 
'Nixon and I.H.I were both 
crackers.' said Feigen. "just look how 
great this is. The whole secret, formal 
thing is ridiculous.'" 
Apparently Mr Feigen is correct 
They are. as a matter of policy, having 
a series of alumni reunions with the 
wealthy, the highly placed and the 
influential. 
Just four days previously, at a 
similar dinner for the English Prime 
Minister, they invited William Paley. 
CBS' board president, Clifton Daniel 
The Washington Correspondent of the 
New York Times, Warren Beatty, 
singer Michelle Phillips, who 
succeeded in getting herself quoted as 
saying that she and Eilliot Richardson 
"talked about the fact that all  the 
waiters here are Negro.'' 
The skiing "Snow Bunny," at 
cartoonist Garry Trudeau calls Mr. 
Ford in his Doonesbury strip, and his 
senior associate, Rocky Broadjaws. 
are inviting the wrong people to 
supper 
ITS NOT yesterday's parlor radicals 
who need appeasing but those 100.000 
unemployed auto workers who hit town 
and weren't invited over to snack on 
what Women's Wear Dairy called a 
dinner of "economy minded elegance" 
of "supreme of pheasant veronique 
with wild rice, brussel sprouts 
amandine and endive and watercress 
salad. Port Sauit cheese and a Grand 
Marnier souffle followed " 
They're fighting the last war at the 
White House. Perhaps nothing else can 
be expected of Rocky Broadjaws but 
dinner as usual in black tie 
The poverty and deprivation of his 
early childhood aside, during his stint 
as governor of New York he earned at 
least a minor reputation for himself as 
the Great Unemployer. the man whose 
unconscionable tax policies chased 
400.000 jobs out of the state. 
Mr Ford is something else Before 
he transformed himself into the Snow 
Bunny hip-hopping across the country 
selling his chaotic and unthought out 
don't limit 
criticism 
This letter is not going to criticize, 
accuse, or abuse anyone in SGA. 
although I believe I could if I cared to. 
and I must say I've been tempted to 
Instead I want to say that as one 
parson involved in SGA as a senator, 1 
support and congratulate Douglas G. 
Bugle for a job well done as SGA 
president 
His enthusiasm, openness, 
intelligence and sensitivity has made it 
a true pleasure to work with him; and 1 
believe he has tried his damned 
hardest to make SGA work. 
Above all else he truly cares about 
the students He's not in SGA for the 
socialising, it makes him 
uncomfortable. He's not in it for the 
'ais-kming', he finds it repulsive And 
I he's not In It for the money, he did not 
accept his fee waiver. 
HE AND SOME of us tried to do our 
heat while serving In SGA this year. 
No, we did not accomplish all our 
goals, nor did we enact all our 
campaign promises-we simply could 
not 
We are too few in number, we have 
only three quarters, and we don't have 
the power we need. We did. however, 
ask questions that were never asked 
before, we tried to open SGA to all the 
students, and we believe that we used 
the funds in the best way possible 
We never tried to be elitists, our 
doors, especially Doug's were always 
open 
I make special recognition of Doug 
because he is the hardest worker, has a 
very creative mind, and after SGA 
disappointments he is the greatest 
optimist. 
Doug's list of accomplishments this 
year is long, and I don't believe it's 
accessary to itemize them here 
A LIST OF what SGA has done 
appeared in The BG News Feb. It. 
lfWS. You can be assured that several 
of the accomplishments were Doug's 
and for several more he shared the 
responsibility and work. 
Also, every year about this time, the 
current administration gets 
bombarded with critical letters about 
what we have not done, or what we 
THE BG NEWS 
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have done but should not have done 
The problem with this is that it is 
rarely SGA that is critized, but the 
president, namely Douglas Bugie We 
are not comprised of one person, there 
are 14 of us, each diverse and at least 
two persons on opposite ends ol the 
continuum. 
If students feel the need to criticize, 
please feel free to do so but know the 
facts, and don't limit your criticism to 





Attention Johnny Bartley: you (orgot 
honkie, honkie. honkle. I couldn't help 
but to feel slighted by your gross 
oversight. 
Qary Farson 
851 Napoleon Rd. 
deserves 
better 
Haley criticism is agreeably not that 
of a personality contest. 
The BG basketball team possesses 
the apparent mobility to completely 
shut off (for sustained periods) the 
offensive thrust of every opponent 
faced this season. 
A BG team, student body or coach 
should not be content with a seasonal 
record and standing far below that 
which (even the coach? I many believe 
is attainable for the players 
The BG hoopsters have of course 
shown the offensive potential to score 
over 100 points. But the apparent 
strategies resulting in these 63 to 60- 
this or 60-tha' final scores, is indeed 
injustice to the team and maybe even 
the fans. 
THE BOWUNG GREEN city league 
teams composed of working guys often 
score 80 points in their league contests 
Coach Haley should merely draw more 
from what the team offers and offer 
more of the necessary "let's win" 
attitude that prompts a "rise to the 
occassion" performance of a 
Cartwright as in the Tl' game or the 
play of freshmen Wingate and 
Hammye (spontaneity yet 
consistency) 
Players which need ample playing 
time to reflect their talents and their 
additions to an overall team effort. 
Admittedly, I indeed have problems 
with a coach that loses two conference 
contests, at home and by such a slim 
margin in such a low scoring ball 
game, riddled with turnovers. 
Perhaps the adaptation of possibly 
less coaching and a little more positive 
"Hey. we're actually better than they 
are-Let's do what works for us 
everybody play-play anybody who is 
playing tn win", will not work any 
instant miracle, but at the very least 
will make opponents play like hell and 
score some points to beat us. 
Cash, Howard. Montgomery. Cooper. 
Richardson, Coach Haley and the rest 
of the team should be experiencing 
regional if not national recognition at 
this point in the 1974 75 basketball 
season 
Both on paper and on the floor the 
Falcons merit better than a dismal 13 
game winning season in a still 
lackluster conference 
Oh yeah! Good game Morgan! 
Tommie King 
610 4th St 
counterfeit 
Left and right are two sides of the 
same coin. The coin is counterfeit. The 
coin is leadership. All leadership is 
counterfeit. 
Empty benches, empty halls Hordes 
of organizers-in-waiting; no volunteers 
to be organized 
When leaders have no one left to 
lead, what will they do? 
Sidney Simon 
16 Ospringe Road 
London NWS 
keep traveling 
This is in response to Mr. Penry's 
letter in the Feb 14 edition of The BG 
News. What a tear-jerker' 
While I was reading the letter. I 
heard Johnny Mann singers humming 
"My Country Tis of Thee". Well. Mr. 
Penry. while your letter reeks with 
ethnocentrism there are random bits 
of ignorance in it also 
Mr. Penry points out injustices done 
to him in the Philippines and Thailand 
Mr. Penry. who in the hell finances 
those countries" Your big. beautiful 
United States 
Well. Mr. Penry. my only experience 
is in the United States, but I don't feel 
that disqualifies me from trying to 
improve our society. 
I, also, refuse to stand for the 
national anthem because, like blacks. I 
feel alienated from what it stands for. 
The song typifies what our country is 
all about, "bombs bursting in .in 
Social bills such as Social Security 
are subject to budget cuts while our 
President Studebaker (call them as 
you see them) asks for additional funds 
for Southeast Asia. 
The only part of the national budget 
that is not getting cut is national 
defense (Our defense perimeter 
bisects Asia I 
You talk of brutality and oppression. 
Mr. Penry. well go to Louisiana and 
Alabama, there are sections of those 
states that make Delbert Latta look 
like a Weatherman! 
Nobody's debating Mr  Penry about 
the greatness of the United States for 
this is relative. What we are debating. 
Mr. Penry, is our country's 
disappearing natural beauty that I 
would rather stand up to than the "Star 
Spangled Banner." 
To me our anthem represents our 
militaristic attitudes 
Have you ever noticed when a TV 
station plays the national anthem 
before coming on or off the air, they 
accompany the music with film of our 
armed forces or the machines of 
destruction? 
Is that what our country is all about" 
Well if it is, Mr Penry. if I were you 
1 d keep on traveling 
Perhaps while you were visiting all 
those countries, you missed a lot about 
what's happening here' 
Terry Bradford 
819 A North Enterprise 
economic program, be was a young 
man growing up In the Depression and 
feeling it. 
HE MUST remember that what did 
Herbert Hoover is wasn't his official 
acts-whether they were right or 
wrong. Hoover did mote than any 
previous President to try to fight hard 
times-it was his appearance of 
indifference that wrecked him. 
To the millions on the breadlines and 
in the Hooverville*. it seemed that 
their country not just their 
government but their country-had 
deserted them 
We haven't reached unemployment 
of those proportions yet. Nobody knows 
whether we will or not. because the 
means of making such predictions do 
not exist. 
Nobody blames Mr Ford for this, no 
more than anybody can think that 
cutting artichoke and pate de foie gras 
consumption at 1600 Pennsylvania 
Avenue is going to put bread on the 
table of a jobless electornics worker in 
Massachusetts. 
IF THEY want to dance till dawn as 
part of the ruling class' rites of 
reconciliation, let them: but let Mr 
Ford get on the stick, and I don't mean 
a ski pole, and visit some of those 
unemployment offices 
Let Mr Ford order in a few extra 
battalions of civil servants, who spend 
their days snitching government pens, 
and let them get cracking to cut down 
on the waiting time in the 
unemployment offices Let Mr. Ford 
issue a few statements to the people 
with mortgages and without jobs. Let 
him say we're not going to let you lose 
your homes Let him say this society 
care*. 
He better do it. too Because there's 
one thing you hear among all kinds of 
people: that's the phrase, "It's not 
going to be like last time " They don't 
have anything in particular in mind, 
but if this keeps on. and Jerry Ford 
keeps skiing, they'll figure out 
something 
And when they do. the midnight 
dancers and truffle knoshers are going 
to find out that, if the peace marchers 
were bad. the bread marchers will be 
worse 
Copyright. 1*75, The Wasklagtoa Post 
Kiag Keaiares Syndicate 
obbying behind pan am 
WASHINGTON-Behind President 
Ford's unprecedented decision to allow 
the oil-rich government of Iran to buy 
into financially-pressed Pan American 
Airways lies weeks of quiet and 
intensive lobbying by two former 
government men with a financial stake 
in the outcome 
One was Pan Am Board Chairman 
William Sewell. a soft-spoken and 
highly regarded former Air Force 
general who effectively neutralized 
Pentagon fears of a foreign power 
obtaining a substantial voice in a 
major American airline 
The other was Peter G Peterson, 
head of Lehman Brothers, the New 
York investment house handling the 
Iranian transaction. 
A former Secretary of Commerce in 
the Nixon Administration. Peterson's 
quick wit and independence were too 
much for the Haldeman-Ehrlichman 
team that ran the White House during 
the Watergate crisis. 
WORKING     TOGETHER     and 
separately. Sewell and Peterson 
surmounted the bureaucratic obstacles 
and initial White House staff coolness, 
and then achieved their aim-getting 
Mr Ford's blessing on the tentative 
deal with the Shah of Iran before it is 
submitted for final approval to the 
Civil Aeronautics Board. 
Never before has a president 
assented to the bid of a foreign 
government to become a major 
stockholder of a key American firm, in 
J.F. terHorst 
*kt, .,■,..,.» i.y., 
•*.._, i_. 
MM t-4   N  T  IMII 
this case the largest US. international 
airline 
In addition. Pan Am has ties to the 
Defense Department Like all other 
U.S. air carriers. Pan Am's planes are 
part of the civil reserve fleet that can 
be alerted during national emergencies 
to provide direct airlifts in support of 
military forces. 
The civil reserve fleet. In fact, was 
alerted during the Arab-Israeli war of 
October. 1973. but wound up serving 
only in a back-rup role for Air Force 
planes diverted to the Middle East. 
Peterson, whose firm stands to 
collect $300,000 to more than 8500.000 
on the deal, began sounding out key 
White House aides nearly two months 
ago 
HIS APPROACH was low-keyed and 
informal, querying them on the basis of 
"Do you have any objections?" Having 
worked around the Nixon White House 
as an adviser on international trade 
policy. Peterson intuitively knew that 
the staff's attitude would be crucial in 
determining whether Pan Am could 
put the Iranian proposition to Mr. 
Ford, or whether it would have to back 
off 
Peterson's first go around was 
mixed. And not without a touch of 
humor 
To one top Ford economics adviser. 
Peterson carefully spelled out the 
proposition-Iran would provide about 
8295 million in badly needed capital for 
Pan Am. in exchange for which Iran 
would get a seat on the board of 
directors, a majority interest in Pan 
Am's Intercontinental Hotel 
subsidiary, and Pan Am's help in 
developing Air Iran into a major 
airline 
The Ford aide listened attentively, 
then leaned forward with a grin to ask. 
"Do you think the country Is ready for 
an airline called Pan Iranian?" 
Peterson blanched and then 
reassured the Ford official that Pan 
American had no intention of renaming 
itself because, be said. "Iran would not 
have a controlling voice in the 
company." 
THAT, OF course, is the issue on 
which the CAB decision will turn. 
While the President and the 
government of Iran have issued a 
statement of principle noting that Iran 
»> 
has no interest "in controlling the 
management or operations" of Pan 
Am. Iranian money would give the 
Shah options on 13 to IS per cent of Pan 
Am's stock 
There is no flat ban on foreign 
control of American airlines so long as 
the Investment represents less than 25 
per cent of the ownership But under 
CAB guidelines, any interest of 10 per 
cent or more is considered 
"presumptive control." 
Before the deal can go through. CAB 
will have to rule that the Shah will not 
have actual control of Pan Am and that 
keeping the airline in business is in the 
national interest of the U.S. 
Mr Ford approved the Iranian-Pan 
Am proposal even though the 
administration was not unanimously 
for It. Despite Sewell's careful and 
productive cultivation of Defense 
Department officials, the Pentagon 
"was not too hot for it." in the words of 
one White House man. 
Federal Reserve Board Chairman 
Arthur Burns and William Seidman. 
Ford's economic policy coordinator 
were opposed to it 
BUT TREASURY Secretary William 
Simon joins Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger in supporting the deal-one of 
the few recent times that two Cabinet 
men have seen eye-to-eye on 
international policy. 
Treasury backed it because it had 
earlier resisted Pan Am's bid for a 
federal subsidy to stay alive The State 
Department viewed it as a help in 
persuading the Shah to stay out of the 
Arab oil clique 
Because those who opposed it had no 
alternatives for keeping Pan Am alive, 
the President endorsed the Iranian 
investment. 
"We staffed this issue out inside the 
government," said one Ford man. "I 
didn't like it. but it wasn't any seat of 
the-pants decision." 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to 
the editor and opinion columns Letters 
may comment on any other letter, 
column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 
words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed 
pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit 
all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel 
and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the 
author's name, address and phone 
number, and may be mailed to the 
Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University Pall 
Roddenberry planning series-based flick 
'Star Trek' may make T V comeback 
"Star Trek" creator Gene 
Roddenberry had good aewi 
(or the 2.800 persons 
assembled to hear his lee 
tore Sunday night: his 
popular but defunct series 
may make a comeback. 
Speaking in the Grand 
Ballroom. Union. Rodden- 
berry told the audience be is 
negotiating with Paramount 
Pictures to make a full- 
length motion picture based 
on the series. 
He added that II the movie 
is a sucess the show "will 
probably  return  to televi- 
sion, probably as a series of 
two-hour television 
movies " 
Negotiations will begin 
soon with original Star Trek 
actors to get them recast in 
their former roles. Rodden- 
berry said 
Roddenberrys lecture 
marked the opening day of 
Star Trek week The ball- 
room was packed with 
cheering, applauding fans, 
some of whom were dressed 
in the garb of crewmen on 
the U.S.S. Enterprise, the 
spaceship used in the series. 
Roddenberry told the 
audience the Star Trek 
series, which ran from 1966- 
69. failed because it did not 
appeal to a large-enough 
audience to make it a sale- 
able product, at least in the 
opinion of the NBC televi- 
sion network 
HE SAID commercial 
television as it now exists 
does not exist to entertain 
you; it does not exist to 
inform you; it exists merely 
as an advertising medium.'' 
He added that   the deci- 
sion of what you see on the 
tube is made on whether it 
will sell toothpaste, deodo- 
rant, beer or what have 
you." 
He said be foresees a 
change in the near future to 
a telecommunications 
system that will allow audi- 
ences to view what they 
want when they want to 
"We are standing today on 
the edge of a new explosion 
in the area of telecommuni- 
cations, one as important as 
was the invention of the 
Gutenburg press." he said. 
Symmetrical orchitec- 
tvre aracM St. Al- 
eysius Catholic 
Church, located an En 
terptiie Street. 
(N.wiphoto     by     Ed 
MM) 
3  f.j 
PEACE CORPS-VISTA 
ACTION'S Peace Corps and VISTA assign- 
ments beginning April, May, June are now 
Doing filled. 
Especially needed are people with back- 
grounds in: 
Vocational and Industrial Education 
M business fields    Math/Science 
Gwwittjry and Secondary Education 
English and foreign languages 
Home economics   Nursing and health professions 
It takes at least three months to qualify for Peace 
Corps or VISTA. Seniors and grad students should 
sign up today for Placement Office interviews: 
February 25 and 26 
See Recruiters in 
Placement Office 
360 Student Services Building 
Also: University Hall lobby 
Congratulations 



















NO CATCH NO OBLIGATION 
SEND US A SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED 
ENVELOPE AND WE'LL SEND YOU YOUR 
CERTIFICATE GOOD FOR A FREE COPY OF 
ROLLING STONE. 
GEMINI MUSIC 
P.O. BOX 13058    , 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63119 
"WHAT we are moving 
toward ii a way in which 
every human being on earth 
will have total access to the 
combined knowledge of 
mankind," he added 
Roddenberry attributed 
the popularity of Star Trek 
reruns to a need for good 
role-models in present 
society 
Star Trek viewers, he 
said, watch the show 
because they see in the char- 
acters "an old-fashioned 
insistence on personal inte- 
grity ." 
He added that the show 
has romantic appeal fur per- 
sons who have imagined tra- 
veling to other portions of 
the universe. 
STAR TREK also has a 
message for mankind. 
Roddenberry said 
"We're trying to say that 
humanity will reach matu- 
rity and wisdom the day it 
begins to value different 
forms of life." he said. 
While Roddenberry said it 
is gratifying to have made a 
show that so many people 
like, he added that he does 
not want to be known solely 
for si,11- Trek. 
After his lecture, he said 
he does not object to being 
known primarily for his sci- 
ence fiction but "it bothers 
me when it cuts me out of 
other writing assignments " 
BORN IN Texas. Rodden- 
berry. was a pilot in Ute 
Army Air Corps during 
World War II and later for 
Pan American World Air- 
ways. 
He turned to writing 
shortly after being involved 
In a crash that killed 39 
passengers on an airliner in 
which he was riding 
Roddenberry has written 
for television since Its early 
days, producing scripts for 
many of the drama series of 
the 1950s. 
He wrote only one science 
fiction script before Star 
Trek, he said, adding that he 
has always been a fan of 
"good science fiction." 
Roddenberry said he is 
now working on a non-sci- 
ence fiction, contemporary 
novel He said he wanted to 
write a non-science fiction 
work "because I don't want 
to be more typecast than 1 
am now. 
"The greatest mistake 
most science fiction writers 
make is thinking that it is 
something apart from 
regular writing," Rodden- 
berry said. "WrIUng is 
writing. It is basically about 
people" 
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Penn Central 
PHILADELPHIA (API-An emergency $15.J-mllUoo 
federal grant awarded yesterday is expected to keep the 
bankrupt Penn Central railroad running at least unUI 
Congress comes up with more cash, trustees said. 
Trustees of America's largest railroad system, which 
operates over 40.000 miles of track la 14 Eastern and 
Midwestern states and two Canadian provinces, said the 
U.S. Department of Transportation made arrangements 
for the special appropriation under the Regional Rail 
Reorganization Act. 
There had been reports that Penn Central, with its bank 
account empty, might halt its freight trains which serve 
an industrial area that produces almost half the nation's 
goods-if it couldn't pay its 78.000 employes today, 
tomorrow and Thursday 
Congress is considering an immediate $l2S-million 
appropriation for Penn Central The money bill already 
has passed the House and now is before the Senate. 
Local merchants plan 
Easter sale, giveaway 
Local merchants are formulating plans for a pre-Easier 
sale which may include giving away baskets of food for 
Easter dinners. 
Jerry Liss, owner of Pisanello's Pixza and member of the 
Promote Bowling Green Committee (PBGCI. said that the 
traditional Easter candy baskets will be given away this 
year, but said he thought customers would be in favor of 
food baskets as well. With food prices as high as they are. he 
said, people are looking for a giveaway. 
The coat for such a food basket would be about $15-20 
each, Liss said The money would be taken from the PBGC 
budget, he added 
Hussein Vatan asked if merchants could each contribute 
to the cost of the baskets, thus allowing more to be given 
away. Liss said he would favor it if other merchants did. 
In other action, the committee heard reports on the 
President's Day sale and the spring carnival. 
Postal rates 
WASHINGTON (API-Rising postal rates could lead to 
the first decline in mail usage since the 1930s, the new 
postmaster general, Benjamin F Bailar, says. 
"We are running a level just about equal to last fiscal 
year. And if we have a decline from last year's volume, 
which I think is a distinct possibility, it'll be the first year 
since the Depression that postal volume has not 
increased." Bailar said in an interview 
Postal of finals report they now handle about 300 million 
pieces of mail on an average day. with that rate doubling 
in the Christmas period. 
The last rate increase, from 8 to 10 cents per first-class 
letter, took effect last March Christmas mail then 
declined 4 li per cent from the previous year. 
Bailar now says an increase to 12 or IS cents per letter 
will be needed by the end of this year If the rate goes to 12 
cents, it will have doubled since 1968 
He blamed the increases on higher costs, particularly 
labor costs, which account for 85 per cent of the Postal 
Service's total 
Price padding 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Federal Trade Commission 
i FTC i launched yesterday an investigation aimed at 
determining whether illegal methods have been used to 
pad prices of the $10 billion worth of fried chicken, 
hamburgers and other food sold through franchised 
restaurants. 
Although the commission stressed that the industrywide 
investigation does not imply that any violations of law 
exist, the practices singled out in the brief announcement 
have been challenged In previous FTC decisions. 
The commission said the first stage of its investigation 
will require 75 restaurant chains to report on whether they 
require individual operators to buy supplies from the 
parent company or from a specific supplier None of the 
chains was named 
COLLEGE STUDENTS! 
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD AT 
LASALLE*S. SIMPLY 
OPEN A STUDENT CHARGE 
ACCOUNT. 
FILL OUT 
X3 3W bit 
J5.G.S.U. ETOJPRWr 
i -ASM .1.1 ;\s THE SIMPLE 
CHARGE FORM. 
CHARGE THE SAME DAY. 
REMEMBER, COLLEGE 
NIGHT IS COMING SOON, 
SO BE READY. DON'T MISS 
THE VALUES BECAUSE 
YOU'RE LOW ON DOUGH. 
ON-CAMPUS STUDENTS, 
WATCH FOR OUR CREDIT 
LETTER IN THE MAIL. 
A Lasalle's Student Charge Account helps you solve those money 
problems by making it easy for you to buy on credit. It also helps you 
budget and achieve a good credit rating. This good credit rating can 
mean a great deal to your future when you might desire a helpful 
loan or want to make major purchases. By opening a Lasalle's Stu- 
dent Charge Account, you gain buying power and a credit reference. 
Consider these benefits and stop in Lasalle's for an application form. 
It's that simple! 
LASALLE'S 
139 South Main Street, Bowling Green. Open 945 a.m. daily. Shop 
Monday, Thursday, Friday to 9 p.m.; Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday to 5:30 
•*«. 4/Th. SO ***ws, fuwseUy, f«Wu«ry S3, l»73 
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MOST STORES 
EXCEPT SUNDAY MORNING 12 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M. 












Limit 4 with this coupon & 
$5.00 additional purchase. 
EXCEPT. BEER. WINE. & CIGARETTES. 
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Limit 1 with this coupon & 
$5.00 additional purchase. 
EXCEPT. BEER. WINE. & CIGARETTES 
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Limit 1 with this coupon & 
$5.00 additional purchase. 
EXCEPT. BEER. WINE. is. CIGARETTES. 
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NORTHERN       Eft 
TISSUE PKC 90 
Limit 1 with this coupon & 
$5.00 additional purchase. 
EXCEPT. BEER. WINE, & CIGARETTES. 
"■». S«<   14 *M V... »Wth 1   IfM •■ >.•*• I. !■.»«, CMw. btfMt I 
KROGER MINI-MIZER COUPON I 
KROGER 
PEANUT *' 
BUTTER     5 
Limit 1 with this coupon & 
$5.00 additional purchase. 






KROQER MINI-MIZER COUf 
KING OF THE BAKER'S 
IDAHO 
POTATOES   15 
'limit 3 with this coupon & 
$5.00 additional purchase. 
EXCEPT. BEER. WINE. & CIGARETTES. 
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PROOF KROGER REALLY DOES HELP 
MINIMIZE YOUR FOOD COSTS. 
'Dames at Sea' to bring back 
images of '30s musical stars 
"The point of the play n to 
provide entertainment, 
that's all. There're no deep 
morals behind It." 
That's the way director 
Dennis O'Dell describes 
"Dames at Sea." The 
musical will be presented on 
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday at S p.m. in the 
DOONESBURY 
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Mu's lottery 
Stadium Plaza 
M 4 F 10 to 9 
T, W, R, S 10 to 6 
Carnation Room, Union, and 
is sponsored by the Union 
Activities Organisation. 
Saturday night's perfor- 
mance will be complimented 
by an informal buffet dinner 
beginning at (p.m. 
O'Dell said that the show 
is a take-off on musicals of 
the 30's. It brings back the 
images of people like 
director Busby Berkeley and 
old-time start like Ruby 
Keeler and Dick Powell. 
Two character* in the play 
are named Ruby and Dick. 
THE PLOT is simple and 
the cast is small A country 
girl tries to make it big in 
■how business and she falls 
in love with a sailor. The 
play's songs range from love 
themes to blues to tap 
numbers. 
'' Some people call the play 
a piece of fluff." O'Dell 
said. "I disagree " The two- 
act play is fast moving, he 
said. There are about 25-30 
costumes for the six- 
member cast 
O'Dell said one of the big- 
gest problems In staging the 
production is the set, he 
said. The stage wiU be in the 
middle with the audience 
surrounding  it. Difficulties 
arise in insuring that the 
entire audience can see what 
is happening at all times. 
Seating capacity is 
limited, also. O'Dell said. 
The Carnation Room only 
seats 150 people without the 
stage. Reservations should 
be made at the Union Activi- 
ties Office in advance for 
Saturday's dinner perfor- 
mance 
Hunger Awareness Week planned 
The University chapter of 
4-11 has planned a Hunger 
Awareness Week to focus on 
the problem of starvation in 
under-developed countries 
around the world. 
The five-day awareness 
session began at 7 30 p.m. 
last night in Founders' west 
lounge with movies on world 
hunger problems. The films 
also will be shown at 730 
p.m. Thursday in McDonald 
West lounge. 
A talk entitled "A Look at 
Hunger" will be given by 
Dr. Vadakkencherry N. 
Krishnan. associate pro- 
fessor of economics, at 7: JO 
tonight in 200 Moseley Hall. 
Tomorrow has been desig- 
nated as a day of fasting. 
Persons are asked to donate 
the money they would have 
■pent on food that day to 
CROP, a national Christian 
group that aids underprivi- 
leged countires Members of 
the 4 H chapter will be In the 
Union throughout the day to 
collect donations. Contribu- 
tions may also be mailed to 
Becky Sloan. 314 Harmon 
Hall. 
A 4-H representative said 
meal coupons could be con- 
tributed, but the organiza- 
tion will have to sell them to 
students and donate the 
money raised by the sale to 
CROP. 
The  day of fasting will 
include a hunger awareness 
service at 6:30 p.m in Prout 
Chapel 
Friday has been set aside 
as a contribution reminder 
day. 
Hunger Hotline will be 
operating all week to answer 
questions about world prob- 
lems and to provide infor- 
mation about the week's 
activities. The number is 
372-4525 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Copr. '7) Lot Anjcte* Tiro*. 
ACROSS 
1 Blunder 
8 Small pieces 
14 "Would leave no 
■tone —. . ." 
16 Haberdashery 
item 
IT Stay for a time 
18 Leave the busi- 
ness whirl 
19 Mental percep- 
tion 
20 Inclined to 
21 Quantity con- 
sumed 
22 Descriptive of 
the steppes 
24 Egg or rotary 
26 Frostier 








32 Kind of paper 
36 In rhyme, com- 
Eunions of cab- 
ages 
37 Line: Fr. 
38 Kind of spaniel 
42 Sends in 
43 Where Yalta is 
44 Works with a 
machine 
46 Device for open- 
ing seams 
47 Music critic 
Downes 
48 Common verb 
49 Transfix 




53 Most austere 
64 Parts of wheels 
65 Serves under 
DOWN 
1 Highly scented 
Australian plant 
2 Waiting periods 
3 Cairns 




akes a quick 
look 
8 Pointed instru- 
ments for wood- 
work 





12 Dorothy or 
Eleanor 
13 Mans the helm 
16 Theater features 





82 — beans 
88 Clamors for 
change 
34 Concern 
86 Temptations for 
dieters 
86 Genuflected 
87 Alan Jay and 
Max 
38 Basis of any 
TV show 
39 First grade book 
40 Visible 
vibration 






19 ■ 20 21 
22 23 
" 
25 ■ 26 27 
2« H 
30 ■ 31 32 33 34 35 
1 ■ 37 
M 39 40 41 42 
43 1 M 4' 44 ; ■ " »9 50 51 52 53 34 ■ 
41 Large African 
antelope 
42 Queens: Fr. 
46 Important S. 
American river 
61 Blackbird 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Tuesday. February 25.1975 
Active Christians Today: Bible studies 603 (lough St lOa.m "The 
Christian t the Occult" 4 p.m Greek Class. Faculty Lounge. Union 
7 pm. ACT fellowship.  
Women's Intercollegiate Golf team meets North end. Ice Arena. 
9 30pm Wear warm, comfortable clothes  Brine, own golf chlbs 
Students running for city council will be selected 2nd door Stud. 
Ssrv. Bldg 9pm  
International Coffee Hour Rro 16 Williams Hall 2 p.m. to 4 p.m 
SpomoredbytWSpanlskCaib Opentoall 
Hiram House Camp summer job interviews from 10 am to 3 p.m , 
340 Stud Serv. Bldg.  
S.U.I.G will discuss group homes for delinquent juveniles 5 p.m. 
Akamai Rm- Uatoa. Op— to all. 
Karate Club will meet in the Aud. of SL Thomas Moore Pariah at 
5:30 p.m.  
Magasine Club will have a speaker. Arthur Warsell editor of 
Toledo's Tolelsure. in the Croghan-Harrls Rms . Union at 7 so 
HELP WANTED 
1 m roommate to share 2 
bedroom house Immediately 
IW/mo Utilities Included 352- 
0763 
Fiction writer with wide 
experience In conducting 
graduate fiction workshops, for 
spriag quarter. 1(75. Contact 
Dr Edgar F Daniels. Dept of 
Bag  
ALASKAN PIPELINE! 10.N0 
to 13.000 workers needed this 
summer This report examines 
Job opportunities, working 
conditions, living costs and 
weather information Also, 
complete list of contractors and 
subcontractors Send 33.00 to 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES, Box 13721 
New Orleans, La 70105.  
4 manager I trainees to begin 




portraits,        passports. 
applications senior specials 
WE1SSBROD Studio 123 W 
Woosler 352-2142.  
CUSTOM WEDDING RUNGS 
BY PHILIP MORTON, THE 
WORKING HANDCRAFT 
CENTER 3I3CONNEAUT 
French tutoring Call 372-1144 
Need  quality   typing  done at 
able rates? Call 352-73*6 
Typing done 353-73*5 
TYPING DONE 352 9224 
Interested In voice lessons' See 
Charlene Harris: Johnston Hall 
2-2721  
Theses typing. 353-71*5 
Decisions? Need to talk? 
Emotional and Material 
Pregnancy Aid, 332-4234 
WANTED 
1 male sublet sew apt indoor 
pool a sauna, f/mo. 353-43*4 
LASALLE'S STUDENT 
CREDIT CARDS TREE. 
Female to sublease - spriag. 
3*9 mo 362-7113. 
1 fm. rm. to sublease spr. qtr 
Own bedrm 375/mo. 3rd St 352- 
4234.  
Sublease bouse summer 443 No. 
Enterprise. 3140 mo Utilities 
paid 373-17*3.  
1 or 3 female* to sublet spriag. 
3*5 mo 353-21*2.  
M. roommate to share 3 barm. 
house 319* mo . Joan. 3U-***3 
after 4 p.m  
Sublease spring quarter 3*2 
7*3* after 4 0*  
3 fm. roommates needed to 
sublease spriag quarter Call 
33*4*24  
2 f. to share boas*. Depos.1. no 
lease. Avail. March I. Dune. 2- 
3*41. *4 
1 f. sublease, spring quarter 
Thurstin Manor Apia 363-414*. 
Female sublease apartment 
spr qtr 375/mo 332-54*5 
PERSONALS  
LASALLE'S STUDENT 
CREDIT CARDS FREE. 
BETA Little Diamonds Rush 
Party February 24th - 25th. 7-9 
ids). 
Authentic American INDIAN 
JEWELRY 354-7443  
Abortion Information Service. 
Starting rate 3133. Clinic very 
dose to area 1-24 week 
pregnancy terminated by 
licensed certified «ynecolofut 
Modern techniques and finest 
facilities. Immediate 
arrangements will be made 
with no hassle. Call collect. 24 
hour service 1-114-631-135? 
Abortion Informauon - Finest 
medical care available at the 
lowest cost. Immediate 
appointments Toll free 1 SOO 
433-3770. •  
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS! 
Work and play ia the Rociiei 
this summer ranches, lodges, 
parks, etc. Send 3300 for 
information and list of contacts 
Ranch Hand Coop. 490 N. ISth 
St Canon City. Colorado 11212 
Ann-Mane - were SO proud of 
you for being elected 
Panhellenic Treasurer, being 
tapped into Golden Torch, and 
being awarded the Jackie 
Gribbons award LITB The 
Alpha Phis.  
Congratulations Judy and Gary 
oa your DZ Kappa Stg 
lavaUeriag. The Brothers of 
Kappa Sigma.   
Deb 4 Mike. Congratulations on 
your TKE umbering. Warmest 
wishes for a happy tatare. Love. 
Coagratulaliom. COULTS. on 
being tapped for Golden Torch' 
It'* 'Teal seat"!! Love, your 
KD Sisters. 
Congratulations. Deb. on your 
pinning1 Love, your KD Sisters. 
Pea nigh Burl Reynolds at 
Peak In' Peek'?! YIKES' What 
a weekend! 
FOR SALE  
BRIGGS SHOE REPAIR 
behind Slate Savings 300 S 
Main 10-3 30daily. »-l2 00Sat 
Kawasaki 900. Honda 750. 
trailer, leathers. IH Travelail. 
cassette recorder. 353-5343 odd 
hoars.  
Registered Irish Setter pups. 
Championship bloodlines: will 
sell Mid-March. 3*0 Phone 937 
3*32  
1*71 Buick LeSabre Custon. air. 
4 new tires, excellent condition 
call Gregg at 352-5740.  
SPEAKERS - 2 EPI Model 30 
speakers, like new. best offer 
372-3941.  
Sonax guitar amp. w. reverb 4 
tremolo. 3200 - best offer 372- 
37*1.  
«• Saab - special - 4 speed, lack, 
radio, front wheel drive. 3* 
mpg. 31000 or best oiler 372- 
5633  
FOR RENT  
Apartments for 4 students near 
Towers for Fall rentals Special 
rates for summer rentals 
Phone 362-73*6.  
APARTMENTS - 2 bedrooms. 
furnished 353-4»Tl.  
Cherry Hill Village leasing 
Club house with indoor healed 
pool. Office hours 9-5 M-F. 363 
Napoleon Rd Suite 3 352-424* 
Preferred Property Rentals 
Hoases aad Apartments. 362- 
*373  
3 bedroom unfurnished 
apartment Available March 
1st CalH62-1136or363-*274 
Now lea slag for summer aad 
(all Luther Apartments 1 and 2 
bedrooms * meath aad 12 
month leases 333-43*4 
W* have many apartments and 
houses for rent tor summer and 
tell Call Newlove Realty - 363- 
73*1 
Tu.adoy. February 35, 197S, Tka M Nnn/hf*S 
New SGA constitution 
signed into effect after 
final changes adopted 
By Dive Davis 
SUM Refwrter 'I '»fI10*?' 
A rewritten ud revised Student Government Association 
(SGA) canstltuUoa has been formally signed into effect by 
University President HolUi A Moore Jr. 
The constitution was revised last spring but not signed into 
effect until two weeks ago because some changes dictated by 
Dr. Moore and Or. Richard R. Eakln. vice provost for student 
affairs, had to be processed. 
According to Christopher J. Mehling. a student senator who 
was involved in the revision process, the new constitution was 
reworded and rearranged making it easier to understand. 
AS PART of the revisions,  initiative,  referendum  and 
recall were moved from the SGA by-laws to the constitution. 
This means the three processes may now be changed only by a 
student vote, instead of two-thirds senate majority. 
Initiative is a process in which an issue or proposal may be 
placed on the ballot from someone outside SGA by means of a 
petition containing signatures of 7'i per cent of the student 
body. 
Referendum is the process by which 7Vj per cent of the 
student body must petition that some SGA action be rescinded 
by a student vote. 
Recall is an impeachment process initiated by someone 
outside SGA. For a successful recall. 10 per cent of the 
students must sign a petition calling for the removal of an 
SGA member. 
THEN, 10 per cent of the student body must vote in favor of 
removal of the person involved. 
SGA members may also be impeached and removed by 
internal SGA processes However, to prevent harassment, no 
SGA official may be either recalled or impeached more than 
once a quarter. 
The positions of student representative and assistant repre- 
sentative to the Board of Trustees were also changed in the 
revised by-laws 
The student representative now is required to serve on the 
Educational Budget Committee and to attend all meetings of 
the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations 
(ACGFA) 
The assistant representative is required to serve on 
ACGFA. 
THE STUDENT representative will also organize and chair 
a screening committee that will nominate members of 
ACGFA. 
The screening committee shall consist of eight persons, 
equally divided among men and women, from various Uni- 
versity organizations No more than three members of the 
committee may repeat from the previous year 
SGA now must hold four meetings each quarter under the 
provisions of the new constitution 
Personnel Board must be used to nominate all students to 
SGA's committees and boards The SGA president no longer 
sits on Personnel Board thus eliminating the possibility of any 
personal bias. Mehling said 
HOWEVER, members of the student court system are 
chosen by a special screening committee independent of Per 
sonnelBoardubeaddsjd.   ■>*  •■    - \ 
The new eopstltuUflc dssWfres Elections Board to announce 
its election procedures earn year two weeks prior to the start 
of campaigning. 
As part of the election procedures, there shall be no 
impounding of ballots, no delay in their tabulation and no 
delay in the announcement of winning candidates 
Any protests must be dealt with after the ballots have been 
tabulated. Mehling said 
Student senate must approve any SGA expenditure more 
than 150 and the SGA president must approve any expenditure 
more than 15 
According to Mehling. the constitutional revisions were a 
total effort of the entire SGA membership. 
local briefs 
Christ Line    has a 
new number too 
352-6062 
Wet 
A damp duo make their way through a miserable maze of wet sidewalks 
Weekend lo an undetermined destiny (Nawsphoro by Ed Suba) 
Applications available to faculty 
for academic grants for spring 
ByMsiyZitello 
Suit Reporter 
Grants totaling $30,000 are 
available from the Presi- 
dent's Fund for Faculty 
Development, a program in 
its first year of implementa- 
tion 
Those eligible are any full- 
time faculty members-indi- 
vidually or in groups-who 
are engaged in projects that 
are to be carried out on 
campus or if upon comple- 
tion of the projects, the fac- 
ulty members will be utiliz- 
ing the results of the pro 
jects at the University 
The funds are adminis- 
tered by the Faculty 
Development Program 
implementation Committee 
(FDPICI, which is jointly 
appointed by the provost and 
the Senate Faculty Welfare 
Committee. 
Members of the commit- 
tee include: Dr Genevieve 
Stang. chairperson: Dr. 
Sheldon Halpern, executive 
secretary; Dr Edmund 
Danziger, associate 
professor of history; Dr. 
Charles Hamed. associate 
professor of business edu- 
cation; Robert Moore, 
associate professor of per- 
formance studies. Angela 
Poulos, library: Joel 
Rudinger. iFirelands); Dr. 
Ronald Stoner. associate 
professor of physics. 
THE MONIES for the 





Nothing can hurt a 
U.S. Savings Bond. 
Suppose yours 
are lost. Or stolen. 
Or burned. No 
problem. 
Just let us know 
they're missing. 
And we'll replace 
them. 
So you see, if 
Bonds can't make 




. stock , in^menca. 
Join li» Payroll Saving. Plan. 
ABORTION 
STARTING RATE •125.00 
1-24 week pregnancy terminated 
By Licensed Gynecologist 
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA 
FINEST FACILITIES AND 
MODERN TECHNICS 
CALL COLLECT 1-216-6311557 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
summer 
ineurope 
• uu ion mil i no in mi • 
- FEATURING - 
m 
■sssssW^dsfl 
Char  BraiM  Steaks ud 
Ckoai 
Pall  CHMC  Family Dia- 
ler 
,                 It VARIETIES 
PANCAKES t WAFFLES 
Opes Tan tarn Sal. 7;3»-i 
Saadaya 7:N-7:M" ' 
L  .   ',',.4l2 EAST WOOSTER 
m, I     BANQUET ROOM     „ 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
mj/i fifeViJi n 
through the provost office 
with somejrom the Presi- 
dent's Club? Dr. SUng said. 
She said there are two 
kinds of grants awarded- 
mini-grants and speed 
grants. 
Mini-grants are available 
for a maximum of 11.500. 
Applicants must submit a 
proposal for the grant which 
includes information about 
the applicant!si; description 
of the project, including 
objectives and expected 
benefits, procedures and 
budget, any additional sup- 
port Irom other sources, 
and a proposed format of 
final report of project out 
comes 
The proposal may be of 
tWO  Upi's 
•rtype A which includes 
developmental activities by 
those making the proposal to 
enhance their own profes- 
sional capabilities and con- 
tributions in order to better 
serve students: 
--type B which includes 
activities designed to 
enhance the professional 
capabilities and contribu- 
tions of other faculty 
members in order to better 
serve students. 
The FDPIC will evaluate 
the proposals on the extent 
of benefit to students and 
(acuity, value of outcomes 
proportional to cost; inter- 
disciplinary nature of 
project, feasibility of out 
come evaluation, and the 
number of persons affected 
SPEED    GRANTS    are 
available for a maximum of 
$100 and are to be used in the 
quarter in which they are 
requested A minimum of 
$5,000 has been set aside for 
speed grants for this aca- 
demic year 
These grants are to be 
used for projects involving 
direct instructional use in 
current teaching assign- 
ments A brief report must 
be made on the outcome 
They will be awarded on 
short notice by a three- 
member subcommittee on 
submission of an informal 
one-page proposal 
THE OBJECTIVES of 
both grants are: 
-to encourage continual 
professional growth for the 
purpose of strengthening the 
faculty's capacity to serve 
students in its present, as 
well as in emerging roles; 
-to provide a means for 
the faculty to carry out 
developmental activities in 
all areas of faculty functions 
REDUCED! 
Cold Weather Gear 
Scarves 
Stoves     40-50% 
Mittens OFF 
Buy now for Next Year! 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
TUES. & WED. 
3 HOT    Wi'h Hudys s«cl*1 — — — —    Sauce. Mustards. On DOGS «•» $1 oo 
Ret 40c ea. 





and focusing on the mainte- 
nance, revitalization and re- 
direction of academic excel- 
lence ; and 
-•to establish a granting 
system which will support 
faculty-initiated profes- 
sional development activi- 
ties that do not have other 
means of support on 
campus 
"These grants are dif- 
ferent than the General Kdu 
cation Research Fund 
grants which revolve around 
the development of course 
work at the general studies 
level." Dr SUng said "The 
faculty development awards 
cover a broader base." 
She added that those 
faculty members who want 
lp apply Jor next quarter's 
grants can submit their pro- 
posal to Dr  Halpern 
Police report 
Boyd N. Martin. 170 l.yn Rd . was charged last week 
with giving false information to police about an assault on 
hit wile Martin, member of Bowling Green Board of 
Education, will appear in Municipal Court at 9:90 a.m. 
Thursday. 
Vandalism at Butler s Amoco Station. East Wooster 
Street and 1-75. was reported to city police Saturday 
morning An overhead door window had been broken 
Vandalism at HOI ('lough St. was also reported where a 
mailbox post had been pulled from the ground and the 
mailbox damaged 
Timothy P Monroe of Cleveland was charged Saturday 
night with disorderly conduct while intoxicated. He 
appeared in Municipal Court yesterday morning and was 
fined ISO plus court costs 
An accident at East Wooster Street and Thurston 
Avenue Sunday afternoon resulted in minor injuries to 
Phillip Zmuda. senior iBA.l. driver of one car and a 
passenger. Alice Bentlev. sophomore lA&S) The other 
driver. Deborah Saygers. sophomore (Mus I, was cited for 
driving through a flashing red light She is scheduled to 
appear in Municipal Court Thursday morning 
Advisory Committee 
The Advisory Committee on the Educational Budget 
will meet at t am tomorrow in the Alumni Room. 
Union, to hear presentations by the following 
•-8 30-9 - J Claude Scheuerman. vice president of 
operations: 
-9-9 30 Dr John G Ericksen. dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences: 
-9:30-10 • James E Hof. vice president of public 
services. • 
-10-10:30 - Dr. M. Douglas Reed, dean of Firelandi. and 
-10-30-11 - Dr Elton Ringer, associate vice president 
of resource planning 
The first half hour of the meeting will be used for a 
committee review 
Brass Choirs 
The BGSU Brass Choirs will perform at 8 p.m. 
tomorrow in the Recital Hall. School of Music. 
Edwin Betts. professor of performance studies, will 
perform "Soliloquy of a Bhlksuni ' by Chou Wen-Chung and 
"Prince of Denmark's March." also known as "Trumpet 
Voluntary," by Jeremiah Clarke 
Jeffrey Shellhammer. senior (Ed), will conduct the 
piece "Concerto Grosso. Op 6. No. 11" by Corelli as well 
as Piston's "Fanfare for the Fighting French." 
The musical program is free and open to the public 
Fiim presentation 
A cultural multi-media presentation. "Spain: Portrait 
and Panorama" will be shown at 7 p m. Thursday in 220 
Math-Science Bldg 
The 1'i-hour program was recorded on film and 
magnetic tape in Madrid. Spain It will be presented on a 
panoramic screen that extends to a width which is 4*4 
times it height 
The presentation actively involved the audience by its 
use of stereophonic sound for narration, background and 
sound portraits 
"Spain. Portrait and Panorama!' captures the personal 
Impressions of Dick Reeder woo Jfent six months in Spain. 
Tickets are II and will be sold at the door 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD 
SEATS ARE STILL AVAILABLE ON BOTH OF THESE TRIPS . 
FLORIDA 
Buses leave March 21 and arrive back 
March 30. Cost is $159.50. Included 
are 10 cases of "refreshments" on 
each bus. Two tree barb-ques. Ac- 
commodations. Deposit S50. 18 is 
legal age. 
BAHAMAS 
Roundtrip air fare. Accommodations 
at Sheraton British Colonial. Double 
occupancy. March 24-31. Cost is 
$319.00. $50 Deposit. Planes leave 
from Detroit. Sign registration at UAO 
office. 
TRIPS OPEN TO FACULTY, STAFF, AND.FRIENDS. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT JIM STOFAN - 372-2343 
Tomorrow Night! 




Family Night Buffet 
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm 
E. WOOSTER ST. 
across from the football stadium 
■- 
Falcons record easy triumph 
By Dick Flees 
AMltUit Sporll E*t«r 
Bowline. Green's basin 
ball squad matched 1U 
victory tola I (IS) of last 
mm by defeating Wis 
ronjin Milwaukee. 85 55. 
lait Saturday, but it did not 
take much of an effort 
The Falcons clearly the 
superior team, rolled to the 
easy triumph before 2.617 
hoop patrons at Anderson 
Arena. 
BG. now 15-8 overall and 
M in the Mid-American 
Conference (MAC), shot a 
sizzling 54 per cent from the 
field in the first half to take 
a comfortable 48-25 half time 
lead.   The Panthers  could 
only manage to connect on 
32 per cent of their floor 
shots in the opening 20 
minutes. 
Wisconsin - Milwaukee's 
starting lineup consisted of 
one junior, three sopho- 
mores and one freshman 
The youngsters proved to be 
no match for the experi- 
enced Falcon cagers. BG's 
height also hurt the 
Panthers. 
"I THINK our overall size 
hurt them." BG coach Pat 
Haley said after the game. 
Statistics back up Haley's 
point well since BG outre- 
bounded Milwaukee by a 60- 
34 margin 
"One good thing about the 
BG gymnasts 
top Brockport 
By Lauri Leach 
Staff Writer 
The Falcon women gymnasts finished their regular 
season on a successful note last weekend with a slim 81.80- 
78.20 victory over Brockport of New York. 
Brockport, called by BG coach Charles Simpson as a 
"pretty good team," gave Bowling Green a run for their 
money BG had an edge over Brockport after taking four out 
of the top si» places in their strongest event, vaulting. 
Marty Wacker again took first place in vaulting with a 
score of 8 55. followed by teammate Candy Suchecki who 
scored a 7.45. Karen Glenn finished 1 point behind the third 
place Brockport winner to finish fourth and BG captain 
Nancy Thorn finished fifth 
BROCKPORT TURNED the tables on BG by taking four 
of the top six places on the uneven parallel bars. Suchecki 
was high scorer on the bars for the Falcons taking second 
place with a score of 7.55. Rita Lorenz finished In fifth place, 
and Brockport took the lead by a small margin. 
On the balance beam, BG's Glenn and freshman Terry 
Brown tied for first place with 6 55. while Wacker and 
Theresa Hoover tied for fifth place. 
"We had too many mismounts and lots of falls on the 
beam." said Simpson, "but we were back In the lead after 
that event ." 
THE FALCONS clinched the victory by taking the top five 
places in floor exercise Thorn took top honors by scoring a 
7.6. Suchecki and Hoover tied for the runner-up spot with a 
7 35. while Glenn took fourth and Kelly Lenhart finished in 
fifth place 
"It was a good, friendly meet, and I'm happy with the way 
the girls performed." said Simpson. "We weren't even at 
full strength and had lots of Injuries, but our depth pulled us 
through." 
Bowling Green takes a 6-1 record Saturday to the state 
championship meet at Ohio State University (OSU). 
"I think we have a good chance to score high in the state 
meet." Simpson said. "Kent State will probably take first 
place, but I think second place will be a battle between OSU. 
Youngstown State and us." 
game is that It gives us 15 
victories, so In four years, 
our program has not slipped 
backwards as far as the 
overall record Is 
concerned." Haley said. 
For the Falcon players, 
the contest was little more 
than a scrimmage 
Cornelius Cash dominated 
the action inside. Jeff Mont- 
gomery scored at will and 
the BG fast break led to 
many easy lay-ups. 
"A game like this is like 
any others You just have to 
go in with the Intention to 
win." Montgomery said. "Of 
course, when you get a big 
lead. you try to 
experiment." 
"Monk." coming off a 
four-of-20 shooting per- 
formance against Western 
Michigan last Wednesday, 
hit 10 of 18 floor shots and 
was perfect on six free 
throw attempts for his 
game-high 26 points 
CASH FINISHED with 16 
points and an equal amount 
of rebounds. Steve Cooper 
followed with 11 points and 
Skip Howard added 10. 
"This kind of game builds 
your confidence," Cooper 
said. "By being confident, 
you're a much better team." 
Howard, who had trouble 
getting started in the 
contest, found the range 
midway through the first 
half and hit five field goals 
within a five-minute span. 
"I had trouble getting that 
first one to fall for me," 
Howard explained. "I 
decided   after  a   while  to 
shoot a little higher, and 
once I got that first shot. It 
got me going." 
However, Howard failed 
to score In the second half 
and had to settle for 10 
markers. He needs just one 
point for 800 career points. 
"HOWARD WAS really 
playing with confidence, and 
that's good." Haley 
remarked. 
The Falcon mentor sub- 
stituted liberally throughout 
the game and all 15 varsity 
players saw action. 
"The game gave a lot of 
guys the chance to play, 
which helps the team 
morale," Haley said. 
• • • 
Last Saturday's prelimi- 
nary contest saw the Falcon 
junior varsity raise its 
record to 12-3 with a 105-80 
win over Pagliai's. Dave 
Sutton and Greg Kampe had 
18 points each to pace coach 
Mike Ehrenfried's BG unit. 
Jim Feckley and Dennis 
McClanahan added 14 points 
each and Bob Jones had 12. 
The BG Newg* 
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Oakland spills tankers 
By Pete EagleharI 
■MlI Writer 
ROCHESTER, Mich -The 
Falcon swimming team's 
current losing streak was 
prolonged by Oakland 
(Mich.) University (OU) 
last Saturday when the Pio- 
neers took a 60-53 victory. 
The loss to OU is the sixth 
consecutive meet the 
tankers have failed to win. 
The defeat also drops BG to 
4-7 for the season and makes 
a winning season an 
impossibility with only a tri- 
angular meet with Toledo 
and Ball State Saturday 
remaining on the regular 
season schedule. 
ONE OBSCURE fact that 
the losing streak does not 
show is that four of the six 
Falcon losing efforts have 
been decided by one or two 
events 
Although the meet with 
Oakland was one of these 
near misses, the Pioneers 
were effectively In com- 
mand of the meet from the 
start 
"No question about it. 
they're one of the better 
teams we'll swim this 
year," Falcon coach Tom 
Stubbs said "They could 
beat a lot of teams in the 
Mid-American Conference 
(MAC). 
Indeed, the Pioneers have 
fared well against MAC 
opponents as their victory 
ledger includes wins over 
Eastern Michigan. Central 
Michigan and Western 
Michigan. All three schools 
have posted wins over the 
Falcons. 
PART OF THE reason for 
Oakland's first victory in six 
attempts against the 
Falcons was the presence of 
distance star Paul Karas 
The sophomore swimmer, 
winner of the NCAA Divi- 
sion II 500-yard freestyle 
last year, won the same 
event against BG and added 
another first-place finish in 
the 1000-yard freestyle to 
become the meet's only 
double winner. 
The Pioneers took an 
early lead In the meet by 
winning the 400-yard medley 
relay, an event the Falcons 
have won only twice this 
season. 
Coach Corey Van Fleet's 
team further stretched their 
lead by winning the next 
four races For the meet. 
OU won nine of the 13 
events 
The Falcons cut the OU 
lead to 32-20 as Kurt Seibe- 
nick and Jed Cole swept the 
one-meter diving. Sn be- 
nick's win was his 13th of the 
season. 
COLE AND Seibenick 
switched their order of 
finish in the three-meter 
event as the Falcon board- 
men swept their second 
event of the afternoon The 
divers' one-two finish marks 
the eighth time this season 
the Falcon boardmen have 
swept both diving events In a 
meet 
The only other BG indivi- 
dual victory was recorded 
by senior co-captain Bill 
Bradburn when he won the 
200-yard backstroke with a 
time of 2:07 7 
New-found confidence has helped Falcon co- 
coploin Skip Howard (53) come out of a scoring 
slump to average 13 points in the last four BG 
hoop contests. Here, Howard fires a jumper 
against Toledo earlier in the season. (Newsphoto 
by Ed Suba) 
Women cagers fopple Dayton, 68-59 
By l.auri Leach 
suit Writer 
"It's a very good way to 
end the season." 
That was the way coach 
Sue Hager described her 
basketball team's 68-59 
victory over the University 
of Dayton at the 111) Arena 
last Saturday 
Wrestlers lose twice 
"We played well We 
played together as a team," 
said Hager. "The crowd at 
UD was so spread out that It 
didn't affect us, and Dayton 
was not as strong as I 
thought they would be." 
Dayton had a very fast 
guard and good outside 
shooting, according to 
Hager They also used a 
man-to-man defense which 
the    Falcons 
broke up. 
repeatedly 
"WE HIT WELL from the 
outside and forced them out 
of the zone." said Hager 
"Then we broke up their 
man-to-man." 
The Falcons still have not 
solved their problems at the 
free throw line hitting only 
30 per cent of their shots 
By Jerry Masek 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Falcon wrestling 
team ended its dual meet 
season with a 4-11 mark, 
dropping a pair of road 
encounters to Ohio Univer- 
sity and Ohio State last 
weekend. 
Bowling Green managed 
only four individual wins and 
a tie in the two dual meets. 
The Falcons remained win- 
less (0-81 in league com peti- 
tion as they dropped a S»-6 
match to five-time Mid- 
American Conference 
(MAC) champion Ohio Uni- 
versity Friday night 
Saturday. BG fell to OSU. 
27-8 
THE FALCONS finished 
the campaign with their first 
losing record in 20 years 
The 4-11 mark is BG's worst 
since   the   1953-54   season 
when the matmen posted a 
3-6 mark. 
At 134 pounds, junior Joe 
Kosch, BG's winningest 
wrestler, split a pair of 
matches to end the year at 9- 
4-1. He edged Bobcat Glenn 
Mitchell. 7-6. but dropped a 
10-3 decision to OSU's Mike 
King 
Bowling Green's only 
other victory over the 
powerful OU squad came at 
190 pounds where Al Notak 
utilised three takedowns to 
stop Tom Jones. 104. 
Junior Pat Welfle and 
senior Kevin Dick each 
posted decisions over the 
Buckeyes while senior Mike 
Melting fought to a 1-1 tie at 
158 pounds Dick triumphed. 
3-1. and Welfle gained an 8-2 
win at heavyweight 
BG NEVER threatened in 
either meet OU swept eight 
of the first nine matches and 
clinched the meet after Tim 
Shoemaker defeated Mel- 
ting. 8-3. at 158 pounds The 
Bobcats' strength was evi- 
dent as they scored five pins 
over the Falcons. 
Ohio State's only pin came 
at 177 pounds as Buckeye 
team captain and defending 
Big Ten champion Bill Rein- 
bolt clamped Charles Marsh 
to the mat in the second 
period and clinched the 
meet for OSU. 
It was a rough weekend 
for Marsh, a freshmen. On 
Friday, he was pinned in the 
first period by OU ace Kurt 
HI.uik   ,i top MAC matman 
IN OTHER matches 
against Ohio University. 
Dick lost, 4-1: Bill Frazier, 
Welfle, Tony Giamello and 
Rick Kopf were pinned and 
freshman John Rafalowski 
lost. 14-5. 
Against Ohio State. Fra- 
zier lost. 6-3: Kopf dropped a 
16-6 superior decision; Gia- 
mello was edged. 3-2; Rafa- 
lowski fell, 11-4 and Nozak 
was shutout, 6-0. 
Bowling Green competes 
in the MAC championships 
this weekend at Kent State 
University 
You know how much I need you, 
You know how much I cart, 
You can laan on ma if you need to, 
You can trust ma to share 
The day has coma to lat it out 
I lova you, and I havs no doubt. 
You lova ma too, so let's shout. 
We're Gay! We're Gay! lat everyone know it. 
We're Gay! We're Gay! lat loose and show it. 
Late Happy Valentine's Day,   Ltizy 
from the charity stripe 
against UD. They shot 39 per 
cent from the floor BG also 
had 22 offensive and 31 
defensive rebounds 
"WE PUT A lot of team 
effort into this game and 
ironed out some of our 
problems," said Hager. 
"but obviously not our 
turnovers." 
Obviously Bowling Green 
had 38 turnovers and Dayton 
was almost as prolific with 
33. 
The Falcons will take an 
11-2 record to the state 
tournament at Ohio 
Northern University this 
weekend Hager said that 
BG may make a poor 
showing in the tournament 
unless the women correct 
their turnovers 
MEDICAL, DENTAL & LAW SCHOOL APPLICANTS: 
Have you applied for the 1975 classes, but without suc- 
cess so far' Perhaps we can help you get an acceptance 
Box 16140. St Louis, Mo 63105. 
Preferred Properties is 
now leasing for summer 
and fall 
SUMMER APT. RENTAL 
LOWEST RATES IN BOWLING GREEN 
Air conditioned, two bedrooms, com- 
pletely furnished, dishwashers, up to 
four occupants encouraged. 
Call 1-246-4413 Collect After 5 p.m. 
Dear Student of Chemistry, 
With the passing of Valentine's Day, I have been studying 
the reaction you started. The attractive forces are exceedingly 
strong, which accounts for the very stable bonds In your ab- 
sence, this reaction has reached a state of dynamic equilib 
hum But with your return, I'm sure it will once again become 
exothermic I've checked all the equations and can find no mis- 
takes, your absence is upsetting the Law of Definite Composi- 
tion! Therefore the equilibrium will a»t last long. There is no 
doubt in my mind that you are a one of a kind catalyst and our 
fusion is desirable 
E/»menfa//y, 
Florance Ertanmayaf Flask 
♦Houses ,,u , " 
* Buckey House 649 6th St. 
* Birchwood House        650 6th St. 
* Mt. Vernon 802 6th St. 
* Hampton House 705 7th St. 
♦Haven House 1515 E. Wooster 
Rental Office for the above - 
1163 Napoleon Rd. 
Officehrs.9-124 1-5-352-9378 
* Cherry Hill Village 
Rental Office. SS3 Napoleon Rd., Suite 5 
Office hrs. 9-12 & 1-5 - 352-6248 
STOCK MARKET CLUB 
MEETING TONIGHT 
7:00 p.m. in Ohio Suite 
in Student Union 
Second sign up for 
Spring Chicago trip 
. i 
_EE OUR RUNWAY BeAOTTK 
•JTf^WAYWtfWKg'gM/ 
* Ff MURING * 
FIN-TANA 
JOY DELITt R0SET7A 
PUJS 2- ADUUT RlAAS 
Opan  at 10:00 




with student ID. 
'Ol'OO 5 "NtST BUIIISK 
ESQUIRE 
CALL 243-1921 
STAGE SHOWS - SUN. THRU THURS. 12:30 • 4:30 - 8 ■ 10:30 
FRI. 4 SAT.12    3- 6- 9    12 MIDNITE 
&OXL* 
fe-|£OZ. CANS OF COKE 
WITH TMC fWUMA'*. 
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everything in both 
men's & women's 
cutting & styling 
ARLINES 
Beauty Salon 
1616 E. Wooster 
354-7681 
1222 W. Wooster 
352-2851 
Speech Information and 
Career Orientation Night 
The Dept. of Speech is holding a career orien- 
tation and information night Wednesday, February 
26, at 7:45 p.m. in the Ahimni Room of the Union. 
Students and faculty will be on hand to answer ques- 
tions and dispense information on speech related 
careers such as broadcasting, law, politics, clinical 
and therapeutic work, acting, directing, technical 
theatre business and organizational counseling and 
many others. 
The meeting is open to all and should be es- 
pecially helpful to undecided majors. 
